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r T£. LAWRENCE: THE MAN AND THE PRINTED WORD
Philip M. O'Brien
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I: The Man

I plan tonight to tell you a little about that very gifted,

capable, sad man TJ£. Lawrence and to follow that with

some remarks on my bibliography. I am a' bit

apprehensive about the latter, as the heart of bibliography

in this country is the University of Virginia, embodied in

the personage of Fredson Bowers. In a small way I fear

I may find myself in a situation similar to the one in which

Sir Thomas Beecham found

himself: He was in one of

London's most exclusive

department stores when he met a

woman who looked familiar and

who obviously knew him. She

talked to him at length about

friends and acquaintances, but all

the while Sir Thomas hadn't the

faintest idea who she was and was

embarrassed to ask. He thought he

would let her talk on and that

perhaps she would give him a clue

as to her identity. At one point she

mentioned her brother. He thought

that might lead somewhere and

asked "Oh yes, your brother! How
is he? What is he doing now?" She paused, gave him a

strange look and replied, "Well, he is still the King." I

hope not to find myself in a similar fix by telling you more

than you want to know about either Lawrence or the

bibliography.

What can I tell you about Lawrence? In the 1987

winter issue of your library Gazette there is a short

description of the Evelyn Day Mullen TE. Lawrence

collection and also a brief biography of him. I wish to

expand a bit on what was written there.

At the beginning I would like to clear up a few

matters if I may:

1. The film was terrific entertainment but very poor

biography.

2. As far as can be determined Lawrence never

engaged in any homosexual activity.

3. He did not write Sons and Loversl

What and who was he then? Some of the labels

attached to his name are: Uncrowned King of Arabia,

J.H. Ross, T£. Shaw, Colin Dale (all psuedonyms of his),

the man who led the Arabs to victory against the Turks in

World War I, author, charlatan who dressed in Arab robes

from vanity and who betrayed the very people he is

credited with leading to freedom, masochist, liar, genius,

charismatic leader. Thomas Edward Lawrence had a

knack for exciting publicity, often having his motives

misinterpreted and sometimes misrepresented Writers,

now as well as during his lifetime,

have found puzzles and intrigue

where none existed But he was

news, a name, and often that led to

exaggerations.

As he was bom in August,

1888, this year is the centennial of

his birth. There will be a variety of

events in England including a

major exhibit by the National

Portrait Gallery. In this country

there will be in May a two day

symposium at Pepperdine

University. He was the second of

five sons of a common-law
marriage. His father was a member
of the landed Anglo-Irish gentry,

married, with four daughters. He ran away with their

governess who bore him five sons.

Lawrence attended Jesus College, Oxford, where he

graduated with a first in History in 19 10. He wrote a thesis

on the influences of the crusades on military architecture.

A copy of this thesis is in the Mullen Collection in a fine

edition printed by the Golden Cockerel Press. In

preparation for the writing of this thesis he spent a period

in 1909 on a solitary walking tour of Syria to visit the

crusader casdes in that area. He worked as an

archaeologist at Carchemish, a Hittite mound in northern

Syria, with Leonard Woolley, who later was to gain fame

as the excavator of Ur of the Chaldees. During this period

Lawrence learned Arabic and the ways of the nomadic

tribes.

Early in 1914 Lawrence and Woolley were involved

in what was ostensibly an archaeological survey of the

Sinai Peninsula but which was in reality a cover for a

military survey of the area in preparation for the coming
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war. When World War I broke out Woolley and

Lawrence were in London writing a book on the

expedition, Wilderness of Tin, in order to continue the

deception. Initally rejected when he volunteered because

of his lack of height, Lawrence obtained entrance to the

Army through the map office, where his knowledge of

Sinai and of Arabic was valuable. He was commissioned

Lieutenant and in December, 1914 was sent to Cairo to

work on mapping and intelligence, and was involved in

this work for two years, including an unsuccessful

attempt to bribe the Turkish Commander at Kut where

the Turks had besieged the British Army under Gen.

Townshend. In October, 1916, (while on leave) he made

a visit to Medina. His report of this visit resulted in his

being sent back to Arabia as an advisor. Thus began the

part of his life best known to most, the subject of his major

work and of David Lean's film Lawrence of Arabia

(1962).

I won't dwell on the Arab campaign except to say

that in my opinion he was not a master of war. Yet

through intense study and application combined with

ability to lead men (when he chose to do so) he achieved

great success in what is now labeled guerrilla warfare. He
has righdy been credited with innovation in guerrilla

tactics. He recognized the value of mobility and grasped

applications of modem weaponry coupled with this

mobility. He lived, dressed, and fought as an Arab from

early 1917 to October 1918, when the Arab forces

entered Damascus a few days prior to the capitulation of

Turkey, ending the Eastern phase of World War I. He has

written his own version of the campaign, Seven Pillars of

Wisdom, In the few days he was in Damascus, he was

instrumental in establishing a semblance of order and

setting up a government which lasted two years. During

these days he was on the verge of physical and mental

exhaustion. He was caught between the Arab leader

Faisal and the British Commander Allenby which,

coupled with his exhaustion, led him to request

permission for home leave. He was made Lieutenant

Colonel in order to obtain a private compartment on the

train home.

From January to October 1919, he was occupied

with the Paris Peace Conference as an advisor to the Arab

delegation, a cause lost at the debating table. He bitterly

relates this experience in Seven Pillars: "We lived many

fives in those whirling campaigns, never sparing

ourselves: Yet when we achieved and the new world

dawned, the old men came out again and took our victory

to re-make it in the likeness of the former world they

knew. Youth could win, but had not learned to keep: and

was pitiably weak against age. We stammered that we
had worked for a new heaven and a new earth, and they

thanked us kindly and made their peace." It was a peace

settlement not to his liking, for the Arabs had not been

given the independence he felt had been promised them.

While in Paris he began writing Seven Pillars. One
draft, some 200,000 words long, was stolen from him in

a railway station. (Some believe it was not stolen but that

he threw it in the Thames.) He rewrote the whole and had

eight copies printed in 1922 by the Oxford Press. (One of

these copies was for sale last year for $400,000). During

1921-22 he was employed by Winston Chruchill in the

Colonial Office to work on straightening out the post-war

mess in the Near East, primarily at the Cairo Conference

of 1921 . For better or worse the results of the conference

gave us the heritage in the Middle East we have today. It

confirmed the Palestine protectorate by Great Britain, it

established Jordan as a state with Abdullah as Emir, and

it placed Faisal on the throne of Mesopotamia.

When in 1922 Lawrence abrupdy resigned from the

Colonial Office he was again on the verge of a

breakdown, in my opinion, and was destitute. He
managed to join the Royal Air Force as a private through

the influence of higher officials late in 1922. By this time

Lowell Thomas, an American journalist, had made

Lawrence's name well known throughout the English-

speaking world with his enormously popular book

Lawrence ofArabia, and I feel Lawrence was seeking to

find refuge in the military largely as a result of this

notoriety. In January of 1923 he was discovered in the

ranks, and press reports resulted in his being thrown out

of the RAF. He used influence again to re-enlist (as a

private) in the Tank Corps where he remained until 1925,

when his thinly-veiled threats to commit suicide resulted

in his being allowed once more to enlist in the RAF.

Somehow through all of this he continued the work of

revising Seven Pillars and published the 1926

subscriber's edition, going deeply into debt in the

process. The book is today one of the most expensive

monuments of fine printing of this century. At the 1988

Los Angeles Antiquarian Book Fair copies sold from

$17,000 to $31,000. To work off the enormous debt he

had run up he abridged the 1926 text and allowed

Jonathan Cape to publish it as Revolt in the Desert. It

became an immediate best seller, not only erasing

Lawrence's debt but earning enough for the publisher so

that Cape easily weathered the depression. The English

edition was only in print for five months, selling more

than 90,000 copies (five impressions) in that time.

Lawrence exercised his option to halt publication once his

debt was cleared.

Seven Pillars attracted the attention of Bruce Rogers,

perhaps America's most acclaimed typographer. He
talked Lawrence into translating The Odyssey. Lawrence

worked on this task from 1928 to 1932. The finished

work, published by Rogers and Emory Walker, is one of

the most beautiful books produced in this century. If

Lawrence had done nothing else, his name would have

remained in literary annals for this translation. The bulk

of his writing and translating was done, keep in mind, in

the barracks. He also wrote a book about his life in the

ranks, published for the general public only after his

death. It is titled The Mint, alluding to the military desire

to produce recruits as identical to one another as coins.

Wherever he went notoriety followed him, often

with harsh results. He asked to be posted to India to avoid

publicity at the lime Revolt was published. He might as

well have remained in England, as he was called home

abruptly when the yellow press began a hue and cry that

he was in Afghanistan inciting revolt Back in England he

was stationed at an RAF seaplane base where he was a

witness to a sea-plane accident in which all crew members

were drowned. In his opinion that was due in large

measure to the slowness of rescue craft getting out to the

scene of the crash offshore. He became an advocate for

a new boat design built for greater speed. From 1930-
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1935 the RAF wisely employed him in this work. He
helped develop the RAF 200 Class seaplane tender which

became the prototype of the PT boat ofWorld War IL At

this time he also experimented with an air cushion boat

He retired from the RAF in March 1935 at the age of 48

and was killed in a motorcycle accident the same year.

These then are the bare bones of his life. Each of us

will perhaps see something different even now in the

character of TE. Lawrence. When you see the film again

remember he went into the Arab campaign with a long

preparation; he was short on language fluency, but made

up for this with a wide knowledge of the tribes and their

complex loyalties and enmities; he learned warfare and

codified modem guerrilla theory as a result of his

experiences; at the end of the war he was 30 and was too

old to lay groundwork or qualified to do anything else.

TE. Lawrence had been on top of the world in his

twenties. Through his own courage and ability he

achieved great influence on the course of events as a

leader - in a cause not his own. His role often was a false

one which left him in the end with wounds of the psyche

and soul TE. Lawrence returned to England to an alien

world which appeared hollow and empty, and utterly

without faith or hope for a future. He had fallen from a

high place into a world which to him was cold and gray

- and he lacked the wish for further leadership. He tried

to recapture something of the great adventure in his book.

He sought something of monastic life in the RAF. He was

a unique and unhappy man and I have hoped to convey to

you something of his great versatility. Much is there to

attest to his gifts as author and critic, translator, a man
possessed with mechanical skill, a man possessed of good

taste in literature, music and the arts, yet no man or

woman (except perhaps Mrs. George Bernard Shaw) ever

knew him well - to each he was a different personality. In

assessing him never forget he was an imperialist as well

as a Victorian - a very deep and real factor in the

syndrome of who TE. Lawrence was. He was a loner, an

amateur soldier to the regular army.

The list of those great men and women who have

praised and enjoyed his friendship makes a stately scroll.

Two quotes suggest this: Winston Churchill: "
I deem

him one of the greatest beings alive in our time. I do not

see his like elsewhere." John Buchan (novelist, Governor

General of Canada): "I am not a very tractable person or

much of a hero worshipper, but I could have followed

Lawrence over the edge of the world"

A small incident may give a glimpse of his charxter.

In the summer of 1921 Lawrence went to Jcdda in an

attempt to make a treaty with Hussein and sent a cipher

telegram to Lord Curzon, the Foreign Minister (a very

stuffy, superior sort of person): "Can do nothing with

Hussein. Are you fed up or shall I carry on with

Abdulla?" Curzon was a stickler for diplomatic phrasing.

When the telegram was read to him, he asked his

secretary: "Pray what does this term 'fed up' signify?"

The secretary replied "I believe, my lord, that it is

equivalent to 'disgruntled.'" "Ah," said Curzon, "I

suppose that it is a term in use among the middle classes".

When 'carry on' had also been explained Curzon gave

consent and Lawrence carried on. Meanwhile, the

secretary had told Lawrence in a private letter about the

episode, so Lawrence, when the negotiations were

concluded, again cabled Curzon in cipher. "Have

wangled things with Abdulla. Details follow by letter.

Note the necessary verb 'wangle' is absent from the

diplomatic cipher. I submit that a letter-group be allotted

to it to save spelling it each time".

II: The Printed Word

Now to turn to my passion in intellectual life,

bibliography. I feel that in most persons' minds,

bibliographers, if they are aware that such people exist at

all, should be classed along with Dr. Johnson's

lexicographer as harmless drudges. And I can't gainsay

them. Other than filling 750 pages with detail, what has

my nine- years plus work on the bibliography of books by

and about Lawrence revealed? In the process of building

bibliography - the piling of entry upon entry - one begins

to create a heap, and while it can be shaky, if one climbs

atop it and looks around some perspectives are possible.

First, it has given structure to the canon of Lawrence's

work and shows three distinct phases in his written work.

For dramatic effect, I would like them to have had clear-

cut boundaries with no overlap, but that is not to be. Yet

they hold a mirror to his life. The first of three phases in

his published work 1 have labeled his technical period, the

second his literary period, and the third that of literary

remains.

There are eight works in the technical phase, which

began with Crusader Castles and ended in 1919. A ninth

item could be added from this period, his collected

newspaper correspondence published in book form in

1968.

1. Crusader Castles 1910 (1936)*

2. Diary of 1911 1911 (1937)

3. Two Arabic Folk Tales 1911 (1937)

4. Carchemish 1914

5. Wilderness of Zin 1914-1915

6. Military Report of the Sinai Peninsula 1914

7. Secret Despatches 1916-1917 (1936)

8. Advances of the Egyptian Expeditionary Force

1919

9. Evolution of a Revolt 1918-1921 (1968)

*Where two dates are givea the first is the date of

composition, the second the date of publication.

Soon after the war, even before going to Paris for the

peace conference, Lawrence began associating with

young writers, poets, and artists, many of whom he

helped from his slim resources. Some of them went on to

greater things: Robert Graves, Seigfried Sassoon, Eric

Kennington, Augustus John, Paul Nash, and David

Gamett to name a few. I believe he felt creative writing

to be one of the highest achievements, and he wished

desperately to achieve in this field I believe that he did

achieve to a great measure in his creative writing, but that

he was not satisfied and herein lies, I feel, a real clue to the

inner working of the man. The praise was there but he was

called talented; and talent meant merit and he instantly

rejected the idea of that. He believed that he

accomplished what he did because of intelligent goals

and devoted work. If one accepts such a view of

Lawrence's mental picture of himself and his work, then

the hiding from publicity, the denigrating of his own work

at every turn, his reluctance to look back on his deeds as
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9.

10.

11.

12.

meritorious can be seen to stem from a personal distrust

of, and disatisfacuon with, himself and his creations. If

such a view is accepted it all makes sense. Other

explanations that have been offered for such behavior

vanity, false modesty, a secret desire to back into the

limelight all appear to be overly simplified.

In this literary period there are 12 items.

1. Introduction to Doughty's Travels in Arabia

Deserta 1921

Seven Pillars of Wisdom 1922/1927

Introduction to Richard Gamett's Twilight of

the Gods 1924

Forest Giant 1924

An Essay on Flecker 1925 (1937)

Revolt in the Desert 1927

7. The Mint 1922-1928

(1936 USA / 1955 England)

8. Men in Print 1927 (1940)

Collected Minorities 1919-1927 (1971)

The Odyssey 1932

Arabia Felix 1932

An article on seaplanes in No Decency

Left by Barbara Rich (psuedonym of Robert

Graves and Laura Riding) 1932.

All of these works fall easily into the genre belles

lettres and are in the mainstream of Lawrence's effort to

achieve mastery of creative writing. I feel he achieved it

One jarring note is a work that belongs in the first phase:

the 1932 RAF Seaplane Tender. I wish it weren't there.

But you can't win them all. Fine examples of mastery of

English and passages of Seven Pillars stay with the

reader, among them his exhortation of the Arabs before

battle in Chapter 74, and the passage I read at the

beginning of this talk.

After Lawrence's death his youngest brother, A.W.

Lawrence, oversaw the publication of numerous items

written by Lawrence, including his letters. Most of these

works were published in very limited editions.

1. Letters from T£. Shaw to Bruce Rogers

(200 copies)

2. More letters from T£. Shaw to Bruce Rogers

(300 copies)

3. A letter from T£. Lawrence to his mother.

(30 copies)

4. Letters from T£. Lawrence to Viscount Carlow

(17 copies)

5. Letters of T£. Lawrence

6. T£. Lawrence to his biographers Robert Graves,

Liddell Hart.

7. Oriental Assembly

Eight letters from T£. Lawrence (50 copies)

Shaw - Ede Letters (500 copies)

10. The Essential T£. Lawrence; selected by David

Gamett.

11. Home Letters of T£. Lawrence and his brothers.

If one looks at the three segments strictly in terms of

editions, translations, length of time in print, aspects that

emerge in the detailing of the canon, then the creative

literary segment is (not surprisingly) clearly the most

important portion of his writing. For the Seven Pillars

there are nine English and four American editions and 23

editions in translation, perhaps more. There are only two

English editions of Revolt but three American and 27

9.

editions in translation. The Odyssey had three English

editions and five American. The Mint has appeared in

three American editions, four English and nine editions in

translation. This is an enviable record for one who wrote

often that he had failed in his attempts at creative writing.

The translations attest to a recognition of his appeal far

beyond the English-speaking world. There are editions

of Seven Pillars in Danish, French, German, Hungarian,

Italian, Japanese, Lettish, Norwegian, Polish,

Roumanian, Swedish, and Croatian, with rumours of a

Chinese edition, unverified to date. In addition, Revolt

appeared in Czech, Dutch, Danish, Hebrew, Icelandic,

Russian and Spanish. One aspect which surprised me is

the continuing interest in Lawrence by the Germans.

Both Seven Pillars and Revolt have been issued in many

editions in Germany where they have a lengthy

publishing record and where Seven Pillars is still in print.

In addition to his work published in monograph

form, there are both periodical and newspaper articles

written by him, not many but of some significance. There

are in all 50 articles in periodicals and 24 in newspapers.

Having finished the canon, I might have closed off

my bibliography, but so much of the story was included

in biographies, (many of them written for juveniles)

critical studies, and associated materials about him that

they ought to be given equal time. While I eventually had

262 full descriptions of Lawrence's own work, I included

405 full length works in the category of biography and

criticism. Quite a large section. A chronological

presentation of these volumes reveals three waves of

juvenile adventure books, in the 1920's-1930's, during

World War n, and beginning again in the 1950's. These

reflect the post World War I and World War II need for

cultural heroes. The more recent stream of boy adventure

books beginning in the 1950's has evolved into juvenile

biography and seems not to be related as closely to a need

for a hero, even though a social historian may contradict

me. Another aspect which emerges is that from the

1930's through 1950's there were a number of original

books on Lawrence in non-English languages. Two
which serve as examples are a biography by one Roodes

in Italy and a small work on him by a Guatemalan,

Marsicovetere y Duran. The latter I stumbled upon in the

Latin American Library of the University of Texas one

hot afternoon while on my way to the Johnson

Presidential Library after an exhausting day in the

Ransom Library. The Scandinavian, Arabic, Turkish,

South American and Japanese materials that exist and

which have never been noted or translated into English

are intriguing. The Arabic, Persian and Turkish materials

are for the most part very excited polemics, using

Lawrence as a bench mark of evil imperialism or anti-

Israeli propaganda.

Since 1924, the year that Thomas published the first

book-length biography of Lawrence, only eight years

(1925, 1926, 1932, 1933, 1945, 1948, 1957, 1959) have

failed to produce a full length work on Lawrence. Most

years have seen multiple publications. There was a

marked diminishing of works on him just after World

War A. The world was exhausted, and publishing was in

dire straits in England. The works published on him

cover all genres of writing; novels, plays, poetry, essays,

biography, comic books, film and radio scripts, and



dissertations are all represented. There are automatic

writing and other occult publications with

communications from beyond reportedly from

Lawrence. The waves of interest and controversy

stimulated by Lowell Thomas, Richard Aldington and

the film also come into focus in the listing.

I list close to 1700 periodical articles treating

Lawrence in some fashion, and close to 1300 newspaper

articles. Each of these two categories contains materials

ranging from very important scholarly writing to the least

interesting imaginable. In the first category I would

place the treatment of Lawrence by German writers in

post World War n period. I feel the reason that there is

such quality is that they lacked cultural bias. Such bias

very definitely exists in American, British and French

writings on him. Also represented is the best and the

worst, in terms of coverage and quality, that exists of the

film criticism. In the newspaper listing is material for an

interesting study. Reviews written by three wire service

reviewers of a biography written in 1969 (Knightley and

Simpson) are represented in hundreds of citations. Now,

while newspaper editors would accept the text of the

reviews, the titles they chose to place on the reviews

reflect regional, ethnic, emotional and cultural suasions

that deserve comment The newspaper and periodical

treatments also provide interesting uses of the Lawrence

stereotype by Arabs and Jews in their continuing

propaganda battles in print His name is used by every

faction in the Near East as a foundation upon which to

build propaganda not relevant to the issues.

After nine years of work can I make the claim for the

bibliography that it is all there? No. The canon, the full

length biographical and critical treatments are mostly

there, but not all. The obvious English language

periodicals are there but not all by any means. Non-

English language periodicals - 1 know I've missed many.

For newspapers, sadly, I feel only a minority are listed,

and expect that this task will never approach completion,

but I feel much has been added to the known material and

usable form has been given to the whole. I also feel that

I have gained a personal image of Lawrence from all of

this. I would contrast my image of him to the elements of

his legend I gave at the beginning. What list would I

provide? A man of integrity in most of his life,

imperialist, intellectual, masochist, trusted friend,

sensitive to a fault, man of action, anti-hero, charismatic,

one who achieved greatness in more than one arena yet

whose achievements sadly brought no sense of worth to

their author.

Dr. Philip M. O'Brien, Director of Whiaier College

Library, is the author of T£. Lawrence and Fine Printing

(1980), T.E. Lawrence, a Bibliography (1988), and

Explorations in Doughty's Arabia Deserta (1987). This article

is based on the talk he gave at Sweet Briar on April 15, 1988.

MINUTES OF THE SPRING MEETING OF
THE FRIENDS OF THE LIBRARY

15 April, 1988

The Spring Meeting of the Friends of the Library was

convened by the Chairman, Caroline McGehee, at 4:00

p.m. in the Library Conference Room on Friday, April 15,

1988, with 29 in attendance. The minutes of the Fall

Meeting were approved as submitted.

Elizabeth Wood gave the Membership Report We
have 126 members whose subscriptions total $7,830.00

This is down from last year when at this time we had 161

members. Clay Blackwell of the Development Office

reported that this low membership was due to changing

the telethon from spring to fall. This gave many members

a year of grace, since we did not want to call them again

so soon after many had paid their dues. The Membership

Committee recommends that we stay with the Fall

Telethon schedule and try it for at least another year, and

also suggested that the Development Office work on the

list of people to be contacted by the telethon to be sure that

sustaining, benefactor and founding members who have

not rejoined are given special attention. The

Development Office might also consider if a mailing

between now and the end of the year would be

worthwhile. The committee also suggested that we put a

Library Gazette and a Friends Membership Card in the

folder of all alumnae returning this year for reunions.

The Committee would like John Jaffe to check with the

Book Store to see if a table could be set up during reunion

week giving a special one-day discount to alumnae who
join the Friends of the Library. Mrs. Wood recognized

our new Life Member this year, Dr. John Risher. The

membership report was accepted.

Ralph Aiken gave the Treasurer's Report Total

revenue available at the end of the third quarter is

$31,542, about 56,566 lower than this time last year. Our

total expenditure figure for this year is $11,948, slightly

up from last year. Revenue available for this year is

$15,146. In 1986 our revenue was $18,000, in 1985

$16,000 and in 1983 and '84 $14,000 and $15,000. So it

is clear that revenue has been going up in spite of the

membership drop. Our proposed budget for this year is

$5,550. The '87-88 budget has been increased by

approximately 5%. The Treasurer's report was accepted

as presented.

Susan Beers, Acting Chairman of the Needs

Committee, presented a list of books totaling $7,316.28.

The total request for this Spring was almost $12,000. The

Friends accepted the Needs Committee's request

Richard Rowland gave the Publications Committee

report He first apologized for the delay in getting the last

issue of the Gazette out The Committee hopes that in the

fall they can do something on book preservation and the

problems it presents to small colleges such as ours.

Ann Reams presented this slate for the Nominating

Committee: Mrs. Byrd Leavell to serve a second term;

Professor Cheryl Mares to serve a second term; Mrs. Jack

Mayl to serve a third term; Mrs. Ernest Wood to serve a

second term; Mrs. James A. Hodges to serve a first term.

This slate was accepted unanimously.

It was decided to have the Fall Meeting on November

11th in conjunction with the Friends of Art It will be

helpful for the people who help organize meetings,

telethons, etc. to have both groups on campus at the same

time. The telethon will be on the 10th of November.

The lecture for the Spring Meeting will be arranged

by the Friends of Art, who intend to have a Spring

Meeting with a lecture by the Fulbright Scholar in

Residence at Sweet Briar. This is part of a major effort

Sweet Briar has undertaken through grant funds to have
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an Eastern Studies program with two other colleges in the

area as well as a number of other events during the year

celebrating Japan and Asian culture. If we decide to have

our Spring Meeting in conjunction with the Friends of Art

we will have the opportunity to hear this scholar.

Mr. Jaffe reported on the state of the library. As part

of the strategic planning process of the college, facilities

have been examined. The first improvement in the library

will be to lay new carpet The carpet now on the floor has

been there since 1967. The next stage of this process in

the library will be a renovation of the furnishings.

Statistics since January show that we have had an

average of 322 persons in the library every day, an

increase in the use of the library.

We have changed the copyright archival permission

form now to add a line where speakers will give us

permission to make copies of the tapes and sell them at

cost. So far all speakers have allowed us to do so and the

response from the community has been very gratifying.

This provides valuable exposure for Sweet Briar.

Each year we submit library statistics to a national

reporting agency (as required by the government):

statistics are then reported back to us by the State Council

on Higher Education. They have begun in the last

reporting period to provide historical data and rank us

against other academic libraries in Virginia as well as

private college libraries. There are 72 academic libraries

in the state of Virginia, and Sweet Briar's library ranks

20th in the number of volumes held. We are 23rd in the

number of periodicals to which we subscribe, 26th in our

expenditure on materials, 27th in our expenditure for

salaries, 6th in the number of hours we are open. In terms

of the percentage of the educational and general budget

with which the college supports the library Sweet Briar

ranks 2 1st We are very pleased with that record. Finally,

a figure that might measure how well regarded the library

is by other institutions is the figure for Interlibrary Loan

requests coming to Sweet Briar, where we rank 12th in

the state.

Mr. Jaffe reported that the Union List of Serials,

listing all the periodicals that we and other libraries in our

area hold, has been published. We now have available in

our libraries the yellow book listing all periodicals in the

Lynchburg area, and the blue book which lists those in

Rockbridge County, which includes Washington and

Lee, Virginia Military Institute and oilier libraries in that

area.

Mr. Jaffe brought to our attention the hand-painted

military lead figures on display, which were painted by

Reuben Miller, Professor of Economics at Sweet Briar.

We also have on display Victorian silver, from the

collection of the Fletcher-Williams family, Sweet Briar

House and other private collections. And finally, at the

entrance to the library, there is an exhibit highlighting the

TE. Lawrence collection so generously given by Evelyn

Mullen to the Sweet Briar Library. The display also

contains a notice of Mr. O'Brien's talk and one of his

books.

President Fry again thanked the Friends for all the

work they have done for the College, especially the gift

of books. She staled that the College has had an

extraordinary year and mentioned the grant we have just

received for our Asian Studies Program and for the

Fulbright scholar, both of which are recognitions on a

national level of the quality of the College. This year the

faculty has begun to look at some of the most significant

issues in the curriculum, made a step toward the

implementation of a new program in Honors for

Freshmen and Sophomores and is discussing a proposal

to reintroduce a Bachelor of Science degree. Next year

we will be involved in a self-study in preparation for the

reaffirmation of our accreditation by the Southern

Association of Colleges and Schools. Sweet Briar has

had a wonderful year. Enrollment continues to be our

major challenge.

The meeting was then adjourned.
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Recent Acquisitions Through Gifts from

the Friends

Spring 1988

The Friends of the Library Council, at its meeting of 15

ApriU988 approved the purchase of 118 titles in 163

volumes at a total cost of $7,316.28 from the list of

requests submitted by faculty and approved by the Needs

Committee of the Friends. Selected titles from the

approved purchases are listed and annotated below.

ART HISTORY DEPARTMENT

Crosby, Sumner McKnight
The Royal Abbey of Saint-Denis: from

its beginnings to the death of Suger, 475-1151;

edited and compiled by Pamela Z. Blum. New
Haven, Yale University Press, 1987

Mr. Crosby, world renowned expert on the

royal abbey of Saint-Denis, provides an

architectural history of the abbey that

begins with the chapel constructed ca. 475

and ends nearly 700 years later with Abbot

Suger's creation on the same site of what

was to be heralded as the first Gothic

church.

Mile, Emile

Religious art in France: the late Middle

Ages: a study of medieval iconography and its

sources; edited by Harry Bober; translated by

Marthiel Mathews. Princeton, Princeton

University Press, 1985.

Although Religious Art in France has come
out in five French editions since 1908, this

volume and its companions form the first

translation of the complete work into

English. Like the other volumes in the

series, it includer. completely new
photographs and a new index, and the

author's original footnotes have again been

extensively supplemented by citations of

recent scholarship.

ARTS MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENT

Cortazzi, Hugh
Victorians in Japan: in and around the
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treaty ports. Atlantic Highlands, NJ; Athlone

Press.

The main body of Victorians in Japan
focuses upon life in the Treaty Ports and

their vicinity. Cortazzi takes us through

Tokyo, Osaka, Kobe, Yokohama and
Nagasaki, the major centers for foreign

settlements and activities. He presents a

down-to-thc-lasl detail view of what it was
really like to be a foreigner in Japan during

Victorian times. From encounters of the

culinary kind with "forbidding native food"

to living quarters "destitute of all privacy,"

the Victorians adapted to local customs
with courage, curiosity and great

trepidation. Victorians in Japan illustrates

anew how dramatically Japan has changed

in the space of a hundred and twenty years.

CLASSICS DEPARTMENT

The Digest of Justinian; Latin text edited

by Theodor Mommsen with the aid of Paul

Krueger; English translation edited by Alan

Watson. Philadelphia; University of Pennsylvania

Press/ 1985. (4 Volumes)
This is the only complete translation

available of the Digest, which is the most

important and comprehensive compendium
of classical Roman law. Alan Watson, an

expert in the field of Roman law, solicited

and edited translations of the fifty books of

the Digest by a number of contemporary

British and American scholars. The Latin

text and English translation are given on

facing pages, so that those who know
Latin can follow the original text.

ENGLISH DEPARTMENT

Bronte, Charlotte

The professor; edited by Margaret Smith

and Herbert Rosengarten. New York; Oxford

University Press / 1987.

The Clarendon Edition of The Professor

marks the first time this novel — or in fact

any major novel by Charlotte Bronte

appears in an edition based directly on the

author's manuscript. The editors provide a

substantial introduction, giving a full

account of the novel's composition, and

include full indexes to biblical and literary

allusions in Bronte's four major novels.

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
DEPARTMENT

Ramade, Francois

Ecotoxicology; translated by L.J. M.
Hodgson. 2nd edition. New York; Wiley / 1987.

Richards, B.N.

The microbiology of terrestrial

ecosystems. New York; Wiley / 1987.

These books will be valuable teaching aids

in the introductory course. Pollution,

Renewable Resources Management,

Conservation, and Environment and
Populations. Environmental Studies

students will be able to use the books when
writing papers and pursuing independent

research.

EUROPEAN CIVILIZATION

The Cambridge history of Renaissance

philosophy; editors, C.B. Schmitt, Quentin

Skinner, Eckhard Kessler; associate editor, Jill

Kraye. New York; Cambridge University Press /

1987.

The Cambridge History of Renaissance
Philosophy offers a balanced and
comprehensive account of philosophical

thought from the middle of the fourteenth

century to the emergence of modern
philosophy at the turn of the seventeenth

century. The volume is organized by

branch of philosophy rather than by
individual philosopher or by school. The
intention has been to present the internal

development of different aspects of the

subject in their own terms and within their

historical context. This structure also

emphasizes naturally the international

nature of philosophy in the Renaissance

and the broader connotations of

"philosophy" in that intellectual world.

HISTORY DEPARTMENT

Green, Thomas Andrew
Verdict according to conscience:

perspectives on the English criminal trial jury,

1200-1800. Chicago; Univ. of Chicago Press /

1985.

An ambitious, imaginative and timely

attempt to transcend the limits of

traditional legal history. Green has

produced an account of the evolution of

criminal jury discretion that is at once
empirically based, philosophical and
complete.

MODERN LANGUAGE DEPARTMENT

Leiva-Merikakis, Erasmo
The blossoming thorn: Gcorg Trakl's

poetry of atonement. Lewisburg, Pa.; Bucknell

University Press / 1987.

This study is a brilliant — although head-

spinning -- theological and literary

interpretation. Beginning with a short

course in christology, he processes through

expressionism from late Roman limes via

the baroque era to the 20th century.

Quotations in eight languages, with

footnote translations, are liberally

interspersed as the author forcefully argues

his unitary understanding of Trakl's poetry.
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Mark Your Calendars Now

The Fall Meeting of the Friends of the

Library will be held on Friday the 1 1th of

Novemberl988. The program for the

meeting will include discussion of

preservation and viewing of video

materials on the subject. The Friends of

the Library Telethon will be held on the

evening of the 10th.

The Friends Welcome Dr. John Risher as the Newest Life Member

Urge A Friend
to Be
A

Friend For Life


